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ABSTRACT
Comparison of ecological danger of substances of a chemical and radiating nature on the

territory of Chernobyl's exhaust of Kyiv area is conducted. Epidemiological analysis, is conducted in
accordance with "Methodical recommendations for radioechologicaf assessment of territories by
mapping". Influence on children's morbidity of 27 factors contamination of an environment
(radiocesium, heavy metals, pesticides and fertiliser ) was investigated. Analysis has shown, that the
influence from all investigated ecological factors reaches 30-40 %, differing in different zones of
supervision. The influence of radioactive factors in the Northern part of Kyiv test site, is 6 times
greater than the risk caused by heavy metals and agrochemical pollution. A greater influence of
heavy metals was found in the center of the Kyiv test site. The result of our research on the territory
of Chernobyl's exhaust shows that there exist factors of different nature which influence on human
health is significant and create combinations dangerous for health.

INTRODUCTION
These methods don't compare the contribution of different factors into the entire situation. As

a combined index of different ecological factor's influence, a risk index is considered. It is often used
for assessment of undesirable consequences. We use the term "ecological risk" for stressing that our
research deals with ecological factors. Combination of small dozes of individually unharmed
substance can give unexpected biological effects (the consequence of Persian Gulf War 1991).

The British Defence Ministry informed about the beginning of research of "Persian Gulf War
Syndrome", which is evident in veterans being sick and their children's abnormalities.

So, we need a method of the assessment of different factor's influence.
METHOD

Our research was based on the unified official data collection of morbidity and pollution for the
Kyiv site (1991-1995) [1]. The results of complex exploration held by the group of scientists were
published in 199S by the Ukrainian Ministry of Health, as an official document under the title
"Methodical recommendations for radiohygienik assessment of territory by mapping". In this work
the ecological risk was considered as a complex index of all the pathological ecological factor's
influence. We define ecological risk as a probabilistic parameter characterising the number of
undesirable deviations of human health from the average level for the territory under consideration,
caused by environmental factors. It is expressed by morbidity rate over a year per 10000 residents.

The input of radioactive factors in it characterises the radioecological risk. We use
mathematical modelling to calculate risks. We define a "state" as the numerical characteristics of the
biological bodies peculiar to anthropogenosis and bioceogenosis over a given area (in our case it is
the local population morbidity).

DATA AND DISCUSSION
We used our analytic approach elaborated during the last 5 years for the assessment of

correlation between children's morbidity (up to the age of 14) and environmental factors (both
radioactive and non radioactive).

Risk environmental variables used in our researches are as follows;
1. Pollution of soil with cesium-134 + 137.
2. Pollution of milk (from individual farms) cesium-134 + 137.
3. Pollution of soil by stroncium - 90.
4. Annual cumulative individual equivalent effective radiation dose.
5. Cumulative pesticide load.
6. Chloro-organic pesticide load and others.
7. Nitrogen, phosphoric and potassium fertiliser load.
8. Loading in soil of heavy metals and microelements etc.



Twenty seven factors were used in our models.
The "ecological risk contribution" into entire risk is about 30-40%. The influence of

radioactive factors in the Northern part of Kyiv test site is 6 times greater than the risk caused by
heavy metals and agrochemical pollution. A greater influence of heavy metals was found in the
center of the Kyiv test site. (Fig. 1)

One of the main result of research is the fact that the influence of pesticides, heavy metals and
radiation on human health are values of the same order. The reliability of the model is high enough
(0.90) to make authentic conclusions, although the reliability of individual risks for different factors
varied.

The special distribution of the risk shows that zones of high chemical radioactive risks
coincide in some cases.

From the mathematical models analysis of the radioecological risk we found that the greatest
level of children's morbidity caused by radiation is in the Polesskii region.

It is more than two times greater than the average risk for the Kyiv test site (14400 cases per
10 000 respondents). Almost the same situation we found for the Ivankovskii, Boguslavskii,
Stavyschenskii, Taraschanskii, Belotserkovskii, Kagarlytskii regions.

The zones of the ecological danger caused by lead pollution are located in the Tetiivskii and
Boguslavskii regions. The risk from lead ranges from 1.5 to 3 averages. In 9 regions (Kyivo-
Svyatoshinskii, Vasylkovskii, Obuhovskii, Baryshevskii, Pereyaslov-Hmelnitskii, Taraschanskii,
Mironovskii, Rakitnyanskii, Kagarlytskii) the risk from lead exceeds the average.

Note that in Boguslavskii, Rakitnyanskii, Taraschanskii, Kagarlytskii regions the population is
subjected to the influence of radioactive and lead contamination, so under the combined influence of
unfavourable factors.

Figure 2 presents total children's morbidity for those appealing for the medical first-time aid at
Kyiv administrative regions in 1989-93 years.
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Risk graph of children illness related of the complex of factors
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The distribution of the total morbidity and it's dynamics
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The map shows a high morbidity rate (from 10000 to 13000 cases per 10000 residents) for the
east-southern part (Boguslavskii, Taraschanskii regions) and for the northern part (Ivankovskii,
Vyshgorodskii regions) of the Kyiv site. These zones of the extreme morbidity rate are located in the
"west and south trace" of the Chernobyl fallout.

CONCLUSION
At the same time the Boguslavskii and Taraschanskii regions are zones of high contamination

of the soil with lead. They are under combined unfavourable influence of both chemical and
radioactive factors. The results of our research shows that there exist the factors of different nature
the influence of which on human health is significant. Apparently the growth of the morbidity [2-3]
rate in the area contaminated by Chernobyl can be explained by the combined influence of chemical
factors and low dozes of radiation.
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